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ABSTRACT 

As deep web grows at a very fast pace, there has been 

increased interest in techniques that help efficiently locate 

deep-web interfaces. However, due to the large volume of 

web resources and the dynamic nature of deep web, achieving 

wide coverage and high efficiency is a challenging issue. We 

propose a two-stage framework, for harvesting deep web 

interfaces. In the first stage of harvesting, performs site-based 

searching for center pages with the help of search engines, 

avoiding visiting a large number of pages. To achieve more 

accurate results for a focused crawl ranks websites to 

prioritize highly relevant ones for a given topic. In the second 

stage, it achieves fast in-site searching by excavating most 

relevant links with an adaptive link-ranking.  

 

General Terms: Web crawler, Internet. 
 

Keywords: Deep web, ranking, adaptive learning, two-

stage crawler.   

 

1. INTRODUCTION  
All over the world the internet is a vast collection of billions 

of web pages containing large bytes of information or data 

arranged in N number of servers. It is really challenging to 

locate the deep web databases, because they are not recorded 

with any search engines, are generally sparsely distributed, 

and keep continually changing. 

To label this problem, previous work has presented two types 

of crawlers, generic crawlersand the focused crawlers. 

Generic Crawlers which fetches all searchable forms and 

cannot focus on a particular topic.  

 Focused crawlers like Form-Focused Crawler (FFC) and 

Adaptive Crawler for hidden web Entries (ACHE) can 

automatically look online databases on an individual topic. 

Form-Focused is designed with link, page, and build 

classifiers for focused crawling of web forms, and is expanded 

by ACHE with more components for form filtering and 

adaptive link learner. The link classifiers in these crawlers 

play a pivotal role in achieving higher crawling efficiency 

than the best-first crawler. However, these link classifiers are 

used to predict the distance to the page containing searchable 

forms, which is difficult to estimate, especially for the delayed 

benefit links (links eventually lead to pages with forms). As a 

result, the crawler can be in efficiently led to pages without 

targeted forms.  

2. SMARTCRAWLER: TWO STAGE 

CRAWLER 
An Effective harvesting scheme for Deep Web Interfaces 

based on Two-stage Crawler performs in two stages like web 

site locating and in-site exploring, as shown in following 

Figure. At the First stage, Crawler finds the most relevant web 

site for a given searching topic and in the second stage will be 

in-site exploring stage which uncovers searchable content 

from the site. 

Site locating and in-site exploring, as shown in Fig. 1. The 

first site locating stage finds the most relevant site for a given 

topic, and then the second in-site exploring stage uncovers 

searchable forms from the site. 
 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
After careful analysis the system has been identified to have 

the following modules.  

3.1 Two stage crawler 

3.2. Site ranking 

3.3 .Adaptive learning 

3.1 Two Stage Crawler. 
A two stage architecture of smart crawler used for efficiently 

harvesting the web interfaces. It discover the deep web 

sources by designing the two stage crawler 

The two stage crawler contains the following points. 

 3.1.1 Site Locating.  

 3.1.2. In- Site Exploring 

3.1.1 Site Locating 
The site locating stage finds relevant sites for a given Topic, 

consisting of site collecting, site ranking, and site 

Classification. 

 

3.1.2 In-site Exploring 
 In-site exploring is performed to find searchable forms. The 

goals are to quickly harvest searchable forms and to cover 

web directories of the site as much as possible. To achieve 

these goals, in-site exploring adopts two crawling strategies 

for high efficiency and coverage. Links within a site are 

prioritized with Link Ranker and Form Classifier classifies 

searchable forms. 
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Fig. 1. The two-stage architecture of SmartCrawler 

  

  

3.2 Site Ranking 
 Once the Site Frontier has enough sites, the challenge is how 

to select the most relevant one for crawling. In Smart-

Crawler, Site Ranker assigns a score for each unvisited site 

that corresponds to its relevance to the already discovered 

deep web sites. 

Smart Crawler ranks site URLs to prioritize potential deep 

sites of a given topic. To this end, two features, site similarity 

and site frequency, are considered for ranking. Site similarity 

measures the topic similarity between a new site and known 

deep web sites. Site frequency is the frequency of a site to 

appear other site. 

Smart Crawler has an adaptive learning strategy that updates 

and leverages information collected.  

3.3Adaptive Learning 
Successfully during crawling. As shown in fig 2 Adaptive 

learning algorithm that performs online feature selection and 

uses these features to automatically construct link rankers. In 

the site locating stage, high relevant sites are prioritized and 

the crawling is focused on atopic using the contents of the 

root page of sites, achieving more accurate results. During the 

in site exploring stage, relevant links are prioritized for fast 

in-site search. Anextensive performance evaluation of 

SmartCrawler over real web data in representative domains 

and compared with effective, achieving substantially higher 
harvest rate than the stage –of –art ACHE crawler. 

3.3.1 ACHE (Adaptive Crawler for Hidden Web 

Entries) 
Adaptive Crawler for hidden web Entries (ACHE) can 

automatically look online databases on an individual topic. 

Form-Focused is designed with link, page, and build 

classifiers for focused crawling of web forms, and is expanded 

by ACHE with more components for form filtering and 

adaptive link learner. The link classifiers in these crawlers 

play a pivotal role in achieving higher crawler efficiency than 

best first crawler. Fig shows 3 the high level architure 

ofACHE. In ACHE ,we employ the adaptive link learner as 

the learning element. It dynamically learns features 

automatically axtracted from succeful paths  by the features 

selection component and updates the link classifieer.
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Fig.2. Adaptive learning process in SmartCrawler

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3: Architecture of ACHE. The new modules that are responsible for the online focus adaptation are 

Shown in blue; and the modules shown in white are used both in the FFC and in ACHE

3.3.2 The Form Focused Crawler 
The FFC is trained to efficiently locate forms that serve as the 

entry points to online databases—it focuses its search by 

taking into account both the contents of pages and patterns in 

and around the hyperlinks in paths to a Web page. The main 

components of the FFC are shown in3 white in briefly 

describe bellow. 

 • The page classifier is trained to classify pages as belonging 

to topics in a taxonomy (e.g., arts movies, jobs in Dmoz). It 

uses the same strategy as the best-first crawler of . Once the 

crawler retrieves a page P, if P is classified as being on-topic, 

its forms and links are extracted. 

• The link classifier is trained to identify links that are likely 

to lead to pages that contain searchable form interfaces in one 
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or more steps. It examines links extracted from on-topic pages 

and adds the links to the crawling frontier in the order of their 

predicted reward. 

• The frontier manager maintains a set of priority queues with 

links that are yet to be visited. At each crawling step, it selects 

the link with the highest priority. 

• The searchable form classifier filters out non-searchable 

forms and ensures only searchable forms are added to the 

Form Database. This classifier is domain-independent and 

able to identify searchable forms with high accuracy. The 

crawler also employs stopping criteria to deal with the fact 

that sites, in general, contain few searchable forms. It leaves a 

site after retrieving a pre-defined number of distinct forms, or 

after it visits a pre-defined number of pages in the site. 

 

4. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 
1) Smart crawler: Two stage crawler for efficiently harvesting 

deed web interfaces. 

Authors: Feng Zhao, Jingyu Zhou, Chang Nie, Heqing Huang, 

and Hai Jin. 

The deep (or hidden) web refers to the contents lie behind 

searchable web interfaces that cannot be indexed by searching 

engines. It is really challenging to locate the deep web 

databases, because they are not recorded with any search 

engines, are generally sparsely distributed, and keep 

continually changing. 

 Smart crawler: two stage crawler method for efficiently 

harvesting deep web interfaces. This method is based on two 

stage crawler. Two-stage Crawler performs in two stages like 

web site locating and in-site exploring, as shown in following 

Figure. At the First stage, Crawler finds the most relevant web 

site for a given searching topic and in the second stage will be 

in-site exploring stage which uncovers searchable content 

from the site. 

Site locating and in-site exploring, as shown in Fig. 1. The 

first site locating stage finds the most relevant site for a given 

topic, and then the second in-site exploring stage uncovers 

searchable forms from the site.  adaptive learning strategy that 

performs online feature selection and uses these features to 

automatically construct link rankers. 

Advantages: 

1. It gives the accurate result  

2. You get together data you want. 

 Disadvantages: 

1. Consuming large amount of data’s. 

2. Time wasting while crawl in the web 

 2) A Survey on ―An Adaptive Crawler for Locating Hidden-

Web Entry Points. 

Authors: Luciano Barbosa and Juliana Freire. 

A new adaptive crawling strategies to efficiently locate the 

entry points to hidden-Web sources the fact that hidden-Web 

sources are very sparsely distributed makes the problem of 

locating the entry points. We deal with this problem by using 

the contents of pages to focus the crawl on a topic by 

prioritizing promising links within the topic and by also 

following links that may not lead to immediate benefit. We 

discuss a new framework whereby crawlers automatically 

learn patterns of promising links and adapt their focus as the 

crawl progresses, thus greatly reducing the amount of required 

manual setup and tuning, Web pages in a representative set of 

domains indicate that online learning leads to significant gains 

in harvest rates—the adaptive crawlers retrieve up to three 

times as many forms as crawlers that use the fixed focused 

crawler strategy. 

Advantages: 

1. It is most suitable for personalized search system. 

2. It produce high quality result. 

Disadvantage 

1 consuming large amount of time 

3) Crawling deep web entity pages 

Authors: Y. He, D. Xin, V. Ganti, S. Rajaraman, and N. Shah.  

Deep-web crawl is concerned with the problem of surfacing 

hidden content behind search interfaces on the Web. While 

many deep-web sites maintain document-oriented textual 

content (e.g., Wikipedia, PubMed, Twitter, etc.), which has 

traditionally been the focus of the deep-web literature, we 

observe that a significant portion of deep-web sites, including 

almost all online shopping site curate structured entities as 

opposed to text documents [7]. Although crawling such entity-

oriented content is clearly useful for a variety of purposes, 

existing crawling techniques optimized for document oriented 

content are not best suited for entity-oriented sites. 

Advantage: 

1)It is useful for variety of purposes

2) It is useful for personalized search system. 4)     Web 

Crawling, Foundations and Trends in Information Retrieval 

Authors: Olston and M. Najork 

 A web crawler is a system for the bulk downloading of web 

pages. Web crawlers are used for a variety of purposes. Most 

prominently, they are one of the main components of web 

search engines, systems that assemble a corpus of web pages, 

index them, and allow users to issue queries against the index 

and find the web pages that match the queries. A related use is 

web archiving   where large sets of web pages are periodically 

collected and archived for posterity. A third use is web data 

mining, where web pages are analyzed for statistical 

properties. Finally, web monitoring services allow their 

clients to submit standing queries, or triggers, and they 

continuously crawl the web and notify clients of pages that 

match those queries. 

Advantages: 

1) You get together data you want. 

2) This method is useful for variety of purposes. 

Disadvantages: 

1) Consuming large amount of data. 

  

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 An effective harvesting framework for deep-web interfaces, 

namely SmartCrawler. Approach achieves both wide coverage 

for deep web interfaces and maintains highly efficient 

crawling. SmartCrawler is a focused crawler consisting of two 

stages: efficient site locating and balanced in-site exploring. 

Smart-Crawler performs site-based locating by reversely 

searching the known deep web sites for center pages, which 

can effectively find many data sources for sparse domains. By 

ranking collected sites and by focusing the crawling on a 
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topic, SmartCrawler achieves more accurate results. The in-

site exploring stage uses adaptive link-ranking to search 

within a site; and we design a link tree for eliminating bias 

toward certain directories of a website for wider coverage of 

web directories. In future work, we plan to combine prequery 

and post-query approaches for classifying deep-web forms to 

further improve the accuracy of the form classifier  
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